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Four descriptions of learning analytics are widely 

cited. Siemens (2010) described learning analytics as 

and analysis models to discover information and social 

The website for the 1st International Conference on 

Learning Analytics and Knowledge posted this de-

1 Educause 

models to predict student progress and performance, 

modelling capacity of analytics: to predict behaviour, 

act on predictions, and then feed those results back 

into the process in order to improve the predictions 

These descriptions beg fundamental questions. What 

data should be gathered for input to methods that 

1 https://tekri.athabascau.ca/analytics/

computations that underlie analytics and, second, 

what analytics can say about phenomena. For instance, 

ordinal (rank) data preclude using arithmetic opera-

tions on data, such as addition or division. If data are 

not ordinal, A cannot be described as greater than B, 

nor are transitive statements valid: if A > B and B > C, 

then A > C.

What properties of data bear on the validity of inter-

ventions based on learning analytics developed from 

grounds for intervening without other data. None 

of these data classes are legitimately considered a 

with other courses or a job). And, notably, prediction 

does not supply valid grounds for inferring causality.

Learning ecologies involve multiple actors. Authors of 

learners about how to study; font styles and formats 
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for learning and elaborating content. They create and 

recommend schedules for learning; they control most 

opportunities for feedback to learners. Learners study 

solo and often form online cliques or study groups in 

-

ucts of learning activities (e.g., questions, notes), and 

form and disengage from social units. The college or 

university strives to improve material and cyber in-

frastructure wherein other actors’ work unfolds. Each 

category of actors generates data and is a legitimate 

candidate to receipt of learning analytics.

What are the temporal qualities — onset, duration, 

and offset — of collecting data, processing it, and 

learning analytics as they work or will they need to 

of a learning episode — the analyst’s or the learner’s 

Finally, what are learning analytics supposed to help 

Is there value in freeing time for learners to engage 

In this chapter, in keeping with a focus on self-regu-

lated learning, the learner is positioned as the prime 

by a learner’s behaviour.

Self-Regulated Learning
-

lytics for self-regulated learning (SRL). When learners 

what they do to learn and how well their goals are 

achieved by variations in their approaches to learn-

elaborates features of SRL as four loosely sequenced 

recursive phases that unfold over the timeline of a 

task (Winne, 2011; Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

In phase 1, a learner surveys resources and constraints 

the learner predicts may affect how work on a learning 

bring about particular results, and the consequenc-

es of those activities. These factors can be located 

access to information available from peers or in the 

Internet, software tools with functions designed to 

support learning in various ways, and time allowed for 

knowledge and misconceptions, interest in the task or 

topic, or a motivational disposition to interpret slow 

progress as a signal of low ability or of need to apply 

more effort (see Winne, 1995).

2 a learner sets goals and plans how to approach 

Ipsative goals compare a learner’s current results 

to earlier results; they measure personal growth 

(or decline). Criterion-referenced goals measure a 

or achievements in a domain. Norm-referenced goals 

position a learner’s product relative to a peer’s or a 

group’s. Comparisons may be framed by a learner, an 

instructor, or other person. It is important to note 

that goals can target attributes of learning processes: 

which process is used, effort dedicated to carrying 

the probability a process yields a particular product. 

-

carry out to approach goals. Every action potentially 

generates multiple products. Key products include 

information added to knowledge, errors corrected, 

also include the learner’s perceptions about rate of 

prospects to impress others.

In phase 3, the learner engages with the task by 

enacting planned operations. Working on a task in-

herently generates feedback that updates the task’s 

conditions. Feedback may originate in the learner’s 

or a peer comments on a contribution to an online 

discussion. Or, feedback may arise internally as a 

when a search query is deemed unproductive because 

to conditions across the timeline of a task. It is worth 

as such, monitors results in one or several of phases 1 

might be when a learner suspends work on solving a 

problem and returns to studying assigned readings 

with a goal to repair major gaps in knowledge; or, 

if re-studying is not predicted to be successful, the 

learner asks for help from the instructor. Changes 

may be immediately applied to the task, reshaping 
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-

A 5-slot schema describes elements within each phase 

to conditions. These are features the learner perceives 

-

ample, if there are no obvious standards for monitoring 

a product generated in phase 3, the learner may elect 

to search for standards or may abandon the task as too 

risky. Conditions fall into two main classes, as noted 

earlier. Internal conditions are the learner’s store of 

knowledge about the topic being studied and about 

methods for learning, plus the learner’s motivational 

and affective views about self, the topic, and effort in 

surrounding environment perceived to potentially 

-

der or primitive cognitive operations transform infor-

mation in ways that cannot be further decomposed. I 

assembling, rehearsing, and translating; the SMART 

operations (Winne, 2011). Table 21.1 describes each 

— that indicate an occurrence of the operation. Sec-

ond- and higher-order descriptions of cognition, such 

as study tactics and learning strategies, are modelled 

as a pattern of SMART operations (see Winne, 2010a). 

question about each, then, after completing the entire 

reading assignment, go back to answer each question 

products. Operations inevitably create products, 

though not always intended ones. A product can 

be uncomplicated, such as an ordered list of British 

of catalysis. E represents evaluations of a product 

relative to standards,  S, for products. Standards for 

a product constitute a goal.

are keys to considering how learning analytics can 

-

ment to conditions, operations, or standards. Thus, 

SRL can be observed only if data are available across 

time. Second, learners are agents. They regulate their 

constraints, the conditions under which they work. 

As agents, however, learners always and intrinsically 

learner elected to do it because the consequences 

as to outweigh whatever cost was levied by doing it.

learning analytics about SRL can be developed. In the 

distinguished by their origin: traces, learner history, 

reports, and materials studied. In the following major 

for learning analytics in relation to SRL. Together, 

these sections describe an architecture for learning 

section, I raise several challenges to designing learning 

analytics that support SRL.

As learners work, they naturally generate ambient data 

(sometimes called accretion data; Webb, Campbell, 

DATA FOR LEARNING ANALYTICS 
ABOUT LEARNING AND SRL

Operation Description Sample Traces

Monitor
standards

Rehearse

Translate

Table 21.1. SMART Cognitive Operations
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-

perlink to open a web resource is data about a learner’s 

cognition and motivation — based on whatever is the 

motivate viewing it. This click is a trace, a bit of ambient 

data that affords relatively strong inferences about 

one or more cognitive, affective, metacognitive, and 

motivational states and processes (CAMM processes; 

a probability <1.00 (certainty).

Highlighting a Sentence Fragment. To select par-

sentences read in a typical study session, the learner 

metacognitively monitors attributes of information in 

highlighted. The learner might monitor information 

-

ciples; or for motivational/affective features, such as 

interestingness or novelty. Authors often attempt to 

signal information that should be highlighted using 

Reviewing a Note. Before reviewing a particular note, 

the learner engages in metacognitively monitoring 

what can be recalled about or what is understood 

about particular information. The learner chooses to 

perhaps because it is inaccurate, incomplete, or un-

clear. Searching for and re-viewing a particular note 

traces motivation to repair whatever problem the 

learner perceived. If the learner highlights information 

information the learner had monitored and judged 

inadequate.

Four features describe ideal trace data gathered for 

generating learning analytics to support SRL. First, 

the sampling proportion of operations the learner 

performs while learning is large. Ideally, but not 

realistically, every operation throughout a learning 

episode is traced. Second, information operated on is 

having this 4-tuple structure would permit an ideal 

playback machine to read data about a learning ep-

isode and output a perfectly mirrored rendition of 

every learning event and its result(s). With 4-tuple 

trace data, raw material is available to generate rich 

learning analytics.

In reality, every trace datum is at least mildly imperfect 

a monitoring operation and generates a product — the 

mark plus the content marked. At a future time, this 

marked content is a condition that facilitates focused 

review. What may not be clearly revealed by a high-

light is the standard(s) the learner used to select that 

content. Better designed traces can reduce this gap. 

If learners are invited to tag content they highlight — 

interesting, important, unclear, project1, tellMike, — 

metacognitively monitor the information highlighted. 

In some cases, a tag reveals a stronger signal about 

chat tell Mike about this content.

Learner History
Instruments for recording traces to mirror the history 

of a learner’s activities are available in at least three 

environments: paper systems, learning management 

systems, and systems that offer learners tools for 

Paper Systems. In a paper-based learning environ-

-

papers stacked in order of use (e.g., the topmost was 

most recently used), and post-it tabs of various colours 

attached to pages in a notebook.

the learner metacognitively monitored the meaning 

of content and judged it confusing or lacking infor-

mation needed to fully grasp it. A further inference 

is available. Why would the learner spend effort to 

judged confusing or incomplete without recording a 

symbol. Odds are the learner is motivated to and plans 

While tracing in a paper-based environment is easy for 

learners to do, it is hugely labour intensive to gather and 

prepare paper-bound trace data for input to methods 

that compute learning analytics. In software-supported 

environments, this burden is greatly eased.

Learning Management Systems. Today’s learning 

management systems seamlessly record several time-

stamped traces of learners’ work, such as logging in 

and out, resources viewed or downloaded, assignments 

anyone or to particular peers. By adding some simple 

-
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er’s judgment that knowledge is lacking or certitude is 

can support inferences about 1) learners’ preferred 

work schedules that mildly support inferences about 

procrastination, 2) which resources are judged more 

relevant or appealing, 3) motivation to calibrate judg-

information with peers.

Traces gathered across the time stream can mark when 

a resource, if and when they choose to self test, and 

when they take a test for marks. Coupled with other 

data about factors such as credit hours completed or 

the characteristics of peers with whom information 

for building models about how learners self-regulate 

& Rawson, 2015).

When instructors or institutions require students to 

use a learning management system, ambient data are 

generated in the course of everyday use of the sys-

tem. Costs incurred to collect trace data and prepare 

them for input to computations that generate learning 

analytics are slight.

Most learning management systems lack precision in 

traces with respect to tracking operations learners 

carry out as they study or review, and which particular 

information they study and review. A time-stamped 

trace that a resource was downloaded provides no 

information about whether the learner studied that 

content, not to mention how the learner studied it.

Software Tools for Studying. Winne and Baker (2013) 

nominated a triumvirate of motivation, metacognition 

of an account about why and how learners develop 

noted three challenges to research on improving 

learning outcomes by mining trace data about these 

obscures signals about the constructs (see also Roll 

& Winne, 2015a).

about learning and without enforcing new or perturbing 

a learner’s preferred work habits. Table 21.2 presents 

illustrations of opportunities to gather trace data in 

• Search for information in a library containing 

assigned readings, supporting resources provided 

by an instructor, and artifacts the learner creates 

(e.g., terms, notes).

• Select content in an assigned reading to highlight 

it or tag it.

• Make a note structured by a schema that records 

the annotation in a web form with slots tailored 

evidence, warrant, counterclaim, my position.

• 

learning, is not included in Table 21.2; it is addressed 

in the later section on Learning Analytics for SRL.

-

trace records a motivated choice about how to learn. 

traces reveal learners’ beliefs about worthwhile effort 

The Learner’s Reports

reports are prevalent choices of methods for gather-

ing data about learning events. Oral reports can be 

obtained through interviews outside the temporal 

boundaries of a studying session or during learning-

In both paper-based (or electronically presented) 

questionnaires and oral reports, learners are prompt-

nature of the prompt is critical because it establishes 

uses to set standards for deciding what to report. A 

thorough review is beyond the scope of this chapter; 

general, because questionnaire data are only weakly 

forms of self-report data suffer loss, distortion, and 

bias due to frailties of human memory, they may not 

reliably indicate how a learner goes about learning in 

any particular study episode or how learning varies (is 

self-regulated) as conditions vary. Self-report data are 

learners attend to about tasks, about themselves, and 

about standards they set for themselves.

Materials Studied
Materials learners work with are sources of data about 

conditions that may bear on how they engage in SRL. 
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readability2 3). Content 

had opportunity to learn it plus characteristics of 

-

multichannel presentations of information, such as a 

an equation (symbolic), and a graph (visual) forms.

Learning analytics to support SRL typically will have 

two elements: a calculation and a recommendation. 

The calculation — e.g., notation about presence, count, 

proportion, duration, probability — is based on traces 

of actions carried out during one or multiple study 

episodes (Roll & Winne, 2015a). A numeric report may 

might be a stacked bar chart showing relative pro-

portions of highlights, tags and notes created while 

studying each of several web pages, a timeline marked 

with dots that show when particular traces were 

generated, and a node-link graph depicting relations 

among terms in a glossary (link nodes when one term is 

showing how often each term was operated on while 

studying. This element directly or by transformation 

history of a learner’s engagement. Table 21.3 presents 

illustrative trace data that might be mirrored.

other data: features of materials such as length or a 

-

learners such as disposition to procrastinate, degree 

in a social network (the number of people with whom 

for study (MOOC vs. face-to-face course delivery, op-

portunity to submit drafts for review by peers before 

The second element of a learning analytic about SRL 

is a recommendation — what should change about how 

learning is carried out plus guidance about how to go 

about changing it. Learners can directly control three 

-

indirectly because their characteristics are function 

of 1) conditions a learner is able to and chooses to vary, 

particularly information selected for operations; and, 

2) which operation(s) the learner chooses to apply in 

manipulating information. Evaluations are determined 

by the match of product attributes and the particular 

standards a learner adopts for those products. Rec-

ommendations about changing conditions, operations, 

LEARNING ANALYTICS FOR SRL

Phase of SRL Trace Inference

resources and 
constraints

2) Plan and set 
goals

Put documents and various notes into a 

Table 21.2.
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in learning science, nor a by combination.

Whether a recommendation is offered or not, change 

in the learner’s behaviour traces the learner’s evalua-

tion that 1) previous approaches to learning were not 

an adaptation of it. In this sense, learning analytics 

-

ternal conditions. Together, a potential for action is 

created, but this is only a potential for two reasons. 

First, learners may not know how or have skill to 

enact a recommendation. Second, because learners 

are agents, they control their learning. As Winne and 

Baker (2013) noted:

What marks SRL from other forms of regulation 

goal a learner seeks has two integrally linked 

is constructed. This involves navigating paths 

through a space with dimensions that range 

over processes of learning and choices about 

types of information on which those processes 

operate. (p. 3)

Thus, learning analytics afford opportunities for 

to do. There is an important corollary to this logic. If a 

learning analytic is presented without a recommenda-

tion for action, an opportunity arises for investigating 

be assessed by analytics that omit recommendations 

and guidance for action.

Research on learning analytics as support for SRL is 

including what to trace, instrumentation for gathering 

overly perturbing learning activities, computational 

tools for constructing analytics about SRL that meld 

trace data with other data, scheduling delivery of 

learning analytics, and features of information con-

veyed in learning analytics (Baker & Winne, 2013; Roll 

& Winne, 2015b). Amidst these many topics, several 

Grain Size
Features of learning events can be tracked at multiple 

units (e.g., tens of milliseconds) to quite coarse grain 

this affords multiple views of how learners engage in 

SRL, several questions arise.

First, how will depictions of SRL and recommendations 

for adapting learning vary across learning analytics 

might be made to chemistry. Chemical properties 

and models of chemical interactions vary depending 

on whether the unit is an element, a compound, or 

that is manipulated with an assembling operation: 1) 

web page, and 2) entire artifacts — quotes, notes, and 

folder. Future research may reveal that assembling at 

-

sidering not only whether and which operations are 

applied — what a learner does — but also character-

istics of information to which operations are applied. 

CHALLENGES FACING LEARNING 
ANALYTICS ABOUT SRL

COPES Description

Conditions

Product
Presence

Presence
Precision

Evaluation
Presence

Table 21.3.
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with semantic, syntactic, and rhetorical features of 

conditions, products, and standards.

data, another issue arises in developing and using 

statistical calculations. Statistical descriptions that 

describe relationships among larger-grained features 

of learning and SRL, such as correlation and distance 

inherently introduces part-whole relationships. Will 

Time

how achievement covaries with time spans between 

episodes of studying, reviewing, and taking tests 

(Murayama, Miyatsu, Buchli, & Storm, 2014) and loss of 

knowledge across the summer vacation (Cooper, Nye, 

been underused. Traces and other data available to 

learning analytics commonly can be supplemented with 

time stamps. Much research remains to investigate 

descriptors may play useful roles in learning analyt-

ics about SRL as a process that unfolds within each 

studying episode and across a series of episodes. One 

a time window within which patterns are sought and 

the degree to which non-focal events intervening in 

topic relating to time is investigating when learning 

analytics should be delivered: in real time (i.e., ap-

Generalization
Learning science strives to balance the accuracy 

of descriptions about particular learning events in 

contrast to describing how learning events relate to 

outcomes, which requires ignoring details to allow 

course of studying over time, accuracy of description 

tested, and validly interpreted as accuracy is deliber-

The goal of education is development — of knowledge, 

education succeeds, each learner changes over time, 

and changes quite likely vary among peers. Even if 

data, it is statistically very unlikely any two learners’ 

data signatures perfectly match. Learning analytics 

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 
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